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The next chapter …It is with much pride that I am able to write the foreword to
our first issue of the South African Journal of Chemical Engineering
(SAJCE) published by Elsevier. The Journal was originally
published by the South African Institution of Chemical Engi-
neers. I remember receiving copies of the journal by post in
the late 1990s as an undergraduate student. However, the 90s
ushered in the age of turbulence, and as we all know, engi-
neers seemed to get busier, and needed to work harder to
compete in this globally competitive environment. In partic-
ular for South Africa, this was a real challenge as our markets
opened following the end of Apartheid and the end of the cold
war. Our chemical industries changed, and the nature of our
work changed too. During that period, we saw a decline of the
contribution of mining to the SA GDP despite the longest
commodity boom in history. Conversely, we saw some of our
chemical engineer employing companies, such as South Af-
rican Breweries, Anglo American and Sasol become world
leaders. But, this world of expansion also led to a decline in
our ability to publish our own journal. We had access to in-
ternational journals and less time for reviewing papers for our
own journal. In 2003 we published the last journal for 8 years.
In 2011, we believed that the time was right to resuscitate
the journal. This was driven by the belief that we had
adjusted, as an industry and as an institute, to a global world.
The context within which we were then working was un-
questionably internationalised, but some of our challenges
were (and still are) very specific to local conditions. We
believed it was time to start to publish again, in an interna-
tional way. We decided to use the internet for submission of
papers and to publish on-line as an open access journal.
Whilst this was happening, SAIChE and IChemEwere growing
closer to the point where SAIChE became the arm of IChemE
in South Africa. This allowed South African chemical engi-
neers to join a global community, and it made sense that since
IChemE had four (at that time) journals, that the SAJCE also
joined with IChemE as they had the capacity and resources to
professionally manage a journal. Thus, following primarily
amicable discussion (and very little negotiation) the journal
passed to the management of IChemE.The journal has retained its flavour as a slightly different
journal, where the problems being presented and solved are
not always done in the context of the simplest Western so-
lution, but are rather context specific. It has also remained
open-access, and the editors work exceedingly hard to
maintain the rigour of peer review in a world of predatory
open-access publishing. The journal does not solicit, does not
pay its editors or reviewers and still operates under the aus-
pices of a professional voluntary association.
We, as SAIChE IChemE, are very proud to see the first issue
of the SAJCE being published by Elsevier. We gratefully
acknowledge all the authors who believe in the journal and
submit articles. We acknowledge all the work done by the
reviewers to ensure the work is of an international standard.
We gratefully acknowledge all the hard work done by the
editorial board, especially Professor Milan Carsky, who has
acted as the Editor-in-chief since the journal was relaunched
in 2011. We furthermore acknowledge both the IChemE and
SAIChE teams for all their hard work in aligning the two or-
ganisations which has ultimately led to this editorial
comment.
Thus, as this issue is published, we invite all engineers and
researchers from across the world to have a look at the scope
of the journal, and to consider publishing in SAJCE, our open
access journal. We look forward to many years of further
publication and of growth as a journal. We look forward to
your submissions and for future special editions.
Yours in chemical engineering,
Craig Sheridan, BSc Chem Eng, MSc, PhD, MIChemE, Pr. Eng
Vice President of SAIChE IChemE
E-mail address: craig.sheridan@wits.ac.za
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